
 

 

 

 

StylesStars In2 Community:- Primary and Secondary 

Schools  

Please find below a breakdown of the sessions we run within schools. 

We are currently running in: -Wotton Park School, Vernon Terrace Primary 

School, Kingsthorpe Grove Primary School and Queen Eleanor Primary 

Academy. 

 

PPA Cover/ Curriculum sessions: - 

Stylesstars offers our performing arts sessions for both primary and secondary, we have 

combined all three disciplines (singing ,dancing and acting) and put together specially 

designed sessions for all ages these can be combined with class topics that children are 

learning. We provide lesson plans for each week and set tasks in which the children need to 

complete. Our sessions are fun interactive and a great skill for the children to learn and help 

with their development. All our teachers have relevant DBS, qualifications and insurances. 

 

Before/After School Clubs: -  

We offer 4 different types of clubs, one focusing purely on dance, one focusing on performing 

arts, one focusing on singing and the third focusing on cheerleading. All our sessions aim to 

be fun packed and enjoyable for all ages and abilities whilst also great for boosting confidence 

and self- esteem.    

All sessions are an hour long. 

At the end of each term parents are invited to come and watch their children in a showcase. 

 

 

 



Dance Club   

Within this session the children will do a warmup, corner work and travelling exercises, as 

well as learning part of a dance routine each week. Which will build to make 2 dances over 

the term which will then be performed at the end of term for their families to come and enjoy.   

We offer 3 types of dance club: -   

• Contemporary  • Commercial   • Street    

Or a variety of all dance skills in one.    

   

Musical Theatre   

Within this session children learn a mixture of singing, dancing, and acting. Each term we will 

focus on a different musical. The sessions start with a ten-minute vocal and dance warm up 

followed by games, then learning a musical routine. Over the sessions the children will learn 

the story and history of the musical, together with the routines learnt, this will then be 

performed by them in a show for parents and friends.  

   

Singing club   

Within the singing club the children will learn a variety of singing skills and techniques, these 

will include vocal warmups and fun interactive games.  Each week a different song will be 

learnt which will be incorporated into a music mash up which will be performed at the end of 

term for parents to watch and enjoy.  

We can also run some song and lyric writing sessions if it is something of interest to the 

children.  

   

Cheerleading Club  

Within the session children will learn a variety of cheerleading techniques including chants, 

lifts and basic cheer arm movements with pom poms. Each week they will work on all three 

techniques mentioned and a group cheerleading routine. At the end of the term parents will 

be invited along to watch a performance of the routine and a cheer workshop, in which 

parents can get involved learning cheer chants and arm movements. 

 

For more information and Prices please contact:- Ella Styles- 07511877177 


